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Multifuction Cryolipolysis Machine

User Manual

Thanks for choosing our multifunction Cryolipolysis machines and

please read this manual carefully before operation.
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Warning
◆ Please install and operate the machine according to the manual.

◆ Please do’t remove and change any accessories of the machine.

◆ Don’t open and remove the mainframe without authorization

◆ Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

◆ The machine is designed for professional use only, any personal

use of this device is prohibited.

◆The machine’s continuous working time shall not exceed 2
hours.The best way is cut the power off and let the machine
have a rest for 10-15 mins after the machine have been working
for an hour.

Contraindication

Please avoid the treatment from the following patients

1. Pregnant women or women who may be pregnant

2. Cardiopaths

3. Patients with vascular diseases

4. Patients with pacemakers

5. Patients with therombosis and or thrombophlebitis

6. Patients being treated with anticoagulants

7. Patients who have undergone a transplant

8. Carriers of large metal prostheses

9. Diabetics

10. Epileptics

11.Patients with cancer.

12.Patients with heart diseases.

13.Patients with sensory or physical impairment.
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Attention:

Please install all the handles and fill water before start the machine.

Handles Description and Installation:

1 .Big & Medium Cryolipolysis handles installation:

Combines the cryolipolysis,Vacuum and Photon Dynamic.

Put the cryolipolysis handles on the holder at the right side, then

insert it into the Cool connectors.

2. Emergency Stop Switch installation:

It is designed to control the vacuum function, press it to release all

the suction. (please ask your patients to take it during the

cryolipolysis treatment, if any emergency, then they could press it to

stop the treatments immediately).
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Insert it into the emergency bar socket.

3. Cavitation handle installation:

Put the handle on the holder and insert it into the cavitation

connector.

4. Laser pads installation.

Put the lipo laser pads on the holder top of the machine, then insert

them into the laser connectors.

5.RFfor Body installation:

Put the RF-body hand piece on the relevant holder,then insert it into

the RF-body connector.

6.RFfor Face installation:

Put the RF-face hand piece on the relevant holder,then insert it into

the RF-face connectors.

7. Pedal installation:

It is used to control RF treatment. Insert it into the pedal
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connector.

8.Vacuum RF with photon installation:

Put the RF-VAC handle on the relevant holder,then insert it into the

connector.

9.Filters maintenance:

Once the filters are full of dirty liquid ,then it must need to be

cleaned like following:

Filling water into the water tank(recommended two times ):

1.Insert two tubes into the water inlet hole and overflow hole.

2.Filling the water into the water tank.

3.When there is water out of overflow, then stop filling the water.

4.Start the cryolipolysis functions for about 2 mins.
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5.Then stop the machine and filling the water again like the step 1

till the overflow tube flow out the water then stop filling the water,

untill now filling water is finished. and you could do the cryolipolysis

treatments now.

It is recommended that the water tank be filled again 1 time per 2-3

weeks. You should add water once a week if you use frequently.

If you need to change the water, you need to drain the rest of water

from the water tank.

1.insert two tubes into the overflow and water outlet holes.then the

water will be flowing out from the outlet tube.

Note: when there is not enough water in the water tank or no water

flowing,then the adding water reminder will display like above

image: then pls stop to add enough water.
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Interface Operation:

Turn on the machine. Then the machine shows the following image:

1.Cool L :touch it and enter into the cryolipolysis treatments.

2.Cavitation :touch it and enter into the Cavitation function

3.Lipo Laser :touch it and enter into the lipo laser function

4.RF-Body :touch it and enter into the body rf function

5.RF-VAC :touch it and enter into the vacumm rf function

6.RF-Face :touch it and enter into the face rf function

7.Total time :show the total working time.

Operation: Large & Medium Cryolipolysis
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1. to set the treatment time:

Touch to ajust the treatment time from 5 to 60 mins,(preset

time:20 mins)

2. to set the vacuum suction mode:

Touch to ajust the vacuum mode amongM1,M2,M3,M4

modes.

3. to set the vacuum power:
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Touch to ajust the vacuum power level from 10% to

100% .

4. to set the Cryo Level:

Touch to ajust the cryo level from -10 to 5 centidegree.

5.Touch to heat 60 seconds,become red ,Then continue

cooling, become white

Cryolipolysis Handles with 3.5inch LCD touch screen:

Cavitation Operation:

1. to set the treatment time :

Touch to ajust the treatment time from 5 to 30
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mins,(preset time:20 mins).

2. to Set the cavitation mode :

Touch to ajust the cavitation mode:Auto,M1,M2,M3 modes.

3. to set the cavitation power :

Touch to ajust the cavitation power level from 10% to

100% .

4. to start the treatment after all the parameter ajusted.

5. to pause the treatment,if need to change working mode,

power or treatment time during treatment, please touch it firstly,

then change the parameters.

6. to return to the main function interface,it would be touched

after touching the pause button .

7. to stop the treatment.

LipoLaser Operation:

1. to set the treatment time:

Touch to ajust the treatment time from 5 to 30

mins,(preset time:20 mins).
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2. to set the laser mode:

Touch to ajust the laser mode: Auto,Cont.,Palsed modes.

3.Set the large laser X3 :

Touch to ajust the 3 large laser pads “ON” or “OFF”.

4.Set another large laser sets X3 :

Touch to ajust the 3 large laser pads “ON” or “OFF”.

5.Set the small laser X2 :

Touch to ajust the 2 small laser pads “ON” or “OFF”.

6.Touch to start the treatment after the parameters setting.

7.Touch to pause the treatment, if need to change working

mode, power or treatment time during treatment, please touch it

first, then change the parameters.

8.Touch to return to the main function interface, it would be

touched after touching the pause button .

9.Touch to stop the treatment.

Operation: RF-Body
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1. to set the treatment time:

Touch to ajust the treatment time from 5 to 30

mins,(preset time:20 mins).

2.Set the RF mode :

Touch to ajust the RF mode: Auto,M1,M2,M3 modes.

3.set the RF power :

Touch to ajust the RF power level from 10% to 100% .

4.Touch to start the treatment after all the parameter ajusted.

5.Touch to pause the treatment, if need to change working

mode, power or treatment time during treatment, please touch it

firstly, then change the parameters.

6.Touch to return to the main function interface,it would be

touched after touching the pause button .

7.Touch to stop the treatment.

RF-Face Operation

Operating the face rf treatment is the same as operating the body rf

treatment. Please see above operation process.
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Vacuum RF With Photon Operation:

1. to set the treatment time:

Touch to ajust the treatment time from 5 to 30

mins,(preset time:20 mins).

2. to set the RF mode:

Touch to ajust the RF mode among Auto,M1,M2,M3

modes.

4. to set the RF power:

Touch to ajust the RF power level from 10% to 100% .

3. to set the RF mode:

Touch to ajust the VAC mode: Auto,M1,M2,M3 modes.

4. to set the RF power:

Touch to ajust the VAC power level from 10% to 100% .

5.Touch to start the treatment after all the parameter ajusted.

6.Touch to pause the treatment,if need to change working

mode, power or treatment time during treatment, please touch it
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firstly,then change the parameters.

7.Touch to return to the main function interface,it would be

touched after touching the pause button .

8.Touch to stop the treatment.

Remark

Cavitation, RF, Ultrasound Working Modes:

1. M1 working mode: continuous mode.

2. M2 working mode: Pulse mode, Output interval is 1 second

3. M3 working mode: Pulse mode, Output interval is 2 seconds

4. AUTO working mode: 20s a loop among M1- M2 -M3

Vacuum Working Modes:

1. M1 working mode: continuous mode

2. M2 working mode: Pulse mode, suck 2 seconds, then release

3. M3 working mode: Pulse mode, suck 3 seconds, then release

4. M4 working mode: Pulse mode, suck 4 seconds,then release

Technical specifications:

Technology Cryolipolysis + Cavitation + RF + Lipo Laser

Cryo Temperature -15 °C to 5 °C

Vacuum Pressure 0 - 150kpa

PDT Photon 700nm

Cavitation 40Khz
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Radio Frequency 10Mhz

RF Types Multipolar & Bipolar RF

Laser Wavelenght 650nm

Laser Energy 160mw

Laser Pads 6 big and 2 small laser pads

Cooling System Continuously contact cooling + water circulation

Host Screen 8.4 inch lcd color screen

Handle screen 3.5 inch lcd touch screen

Power 1200W

Vlotage 220V, 50HZ or 110V, 60HZ

After-Sale Service

Warranty

 We provides 24 months warranty period on its any product for

any defect caused by material or manufacturing quality starting

from the installation day.

 According to the warranty stipulation, our responsibilities are

limited to repair and replacement of the part and material

recognized in conformity with above conditions.

 We won't bear any responsibility for any damage caused by

misapplication of the user or repair of disapproval

Out of Warranty
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 A product that has no SERIES Number

 Applicators dropping or any shock

 Applicator acrylic rack

Maintenance Advantage

 Easy to check and confirm the problem

 Simple to find out the solution

 Quick to replace Function Module

Maintenance Policy

 Must provide the photo, even the Video depends upon the

different situation

Without manufacturer’s permission, purchaser can’t send back the

machine, otherwise, the purchaser has to bear the transportation

fee and the customs tax and manufacturer has the right to refuse to

handle.

Caution when use

The machine shoule be

Cavitation Function

 Apply Sufficient Amount of gel

 Keep the applicator in full contact with treatment area

 Do not keep the applicator at the same place

 Move the applicator slowly, But constantly
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 Avoid the treatment over bone and do not aim directly to the

joint

 Always make a skin fold in order to get better access to the fat

tissue

 In case of resting during treatment, please “PAUSE” and then

“STOP” to avoid over-output of the machine

Radio Frequency Function

 Apply sufficient amount of gel

 Keep the applicator in full contact with treatment area, then step

the foot-switch to start the treatment

 Do not keep the applicator at the same place

 Move the applicator slowly, but constantly.

Cryolipolysis Function

 Recommended room temperature be 25 to 29 centidegree.

 Do use protection of frost film to prevent skin frostbite.


